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LSS is investing in your future.
Be a part of determining the direction.

What is LSS Young Professionals (LSSYP)?
LSSYP is an internal group at LSS formed under the central idea that Young Professionals can impact
our organization when we come together to network and grow professionally and personally. This
group offers development events and volunteer opportunities throughout the year, targeted towards
those in their first and early careers.

How can I find out more information on LSSYP?
There are several ways to get the latest information on what’s going on with LSSYP.
1. Like LSSYP on Facebook – Facebook.com/LSSYoungProfessionals
2. Follow LSSYP on Twitter – @LSS_YP
3. Check out the LSSYP page on LSSLink – our internal intranet
You can also chat with any LSSYP Representative at each LSS location.

Wait. What’s an LSSYP Representative?
These are LSS employees at each LSS location who have stepped up to coordinate and champion
LSSYP. Normally there are between 3 and 5 Representatives at each location. They meet together to
organize and plan events, both at a community level and larger events, and to inform their community
on LSSYP and its benefits to all of LSS. They are a great first point of contact.

What sort of events are you talking about for LSSYP?
We meet officially around four times a year to hone our skills. Twice a year is at a regional event,
which means you’ll meet other young professionals within your area. The other two times a year we
gather everyone together across LSS at one location. Events for LSSYP will vary but each time will
have an opportunity to network.
We’ll be covering topics such as networking, leadership, time management, work/life balance, and
career guidance.

Is LSSYP mandatory?
No. This is purely your choice to take advantage of personal and professional growth opportunities.
You don’t have to come but of course we hope you will! If an event does occur during your scheduled
work hours, you’ll need to have a chat with your manager.

What’s the cost?
These events are 99% free. We want to make this accessible to all employees, which is why
programming will be free to you. What’s that 1% you might ask? … that’s for the purchase of any
alcohol. All those attending who wish to purchase alcoholic beverages must bring a valid ID. Just so
you are aware, the LSS Code of Conduct applies to all LSSYP events.

